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Abstract. Useof dataassimilation
techniques
suchasoptimalinterpolation
or theKalmanfilter
in globalchemistrytransportmodels(CTM) is becomingmorecommon.However,owingto
highcomputational
requirements,
it is oftendifficultto applythesetechniques
to
multidimensional
modelscontaining
extensive
photochemical
schemes.
We presenta sequential
assimilation
approachdevelopedfor usewith generalglobalchemistrytransportmodels.It
allowsfastassimilation
andmappingof satelliteobservations
andprovidesestimates
of analysis
errors.The suggested
dataassimilation
schemeevolvedfrom the onedescribedby Leveltet al.
[ 1998].It is a variantof the suboptimalKalmanfilter andis basedon ideasdescribedby Menard
et al. [2000] andMe•mrdand Chang[2000]. One of the mostimportantfeaturesof the
developedschemeis its abilityto routinelyestimatevarianceof the analysisandto predict
varianceevolutionin themodel.The developedtechnique(or its variants)hasbeensuccessfully
interfacedwith a numberof differentglobalmodelsandusedfor assimilation
of severaltypesof
measurements,
includingaerosolextinctionratios.Someof theseexperiments
aredescribedby
Lamarqt•eet al. [1999] andW. D. Collinset al. (Forecasting
aerosolsusinga chemicaltransport
modelwith assimilation
of satelliteaerosolretrievals:Methodologyfor INDOEX, submittedto
Journal of GeophysicalResearch,2000, hereinafterreferred to as Collins et al., submitted

manuscript,
2000). We illustratethe methodusingassimilationof ozoneobservations
madeby
the Upper AtmosphereResearchSatellite/MicrowaveLimb Sounderin the three-dimensional
chemistrytransportmodelROSE [Research
for Ozonein the Stratosphere
anditsEvolution;
Rose and Brasscur, 1989].

1.

Introduction

covariances

evolution

in the model.

The work of Lvster et al.

[1997] highlighted the significant computational difficulties
arising when applying the full Kalman filter to global multidimensionalatmosphericmodels.
Me•ard el al. [2000] and Me•ard and Chang [2000] studied
several approaches to implementing the Kalman filter for
assimilatingUARS data in the two-dimensionaltransportmodel.
In particular, they found that the standard Kalman filter
covariancepropagationis highly inaccuratefor this problem.
They suggestedan alternative implementationbased on the
continuum error covariance. Second, Menard et al. [2000] and
Menard a•d Cha•g [2000] suggested a rather extensive
diagnosticprocessbasedon the chi-squaremethodfor adjusting
free parameters in the assimilation scheme. Finally, they
proposeda Kalmanfilter formulationbasedon the relativeerrors.
In this work we extend the methodologyproposedby Menard
et al. [2000] and Menard and Chang [2000] for usewith general
three-dimensionalchemistrytransportmodelsand multiple types

Severalresearchgroupshave recentlydemonstratedthat data
assimilationtechniques
canbe very successfully
usedfor analysis
of atmosphericchemicalobservations.To a large degree, this
successis due to bnnging together traditional atmospheric
photochemicalmodelingand sophisticated
mathematicalmethods
of estimationtheory. Rigorouserror analysismethods,such as
the Kalman filter, developedin estimationtheory are likely to
yield significantbenefitswhen appliedto challengingproblems
in atmosphericchemistry.
Lystere[ al. [1997] for the first time appliedthe Kalman filter
to assimilationof satelliteobservations
in a global atmospheric
transportmodel. Upper AtmosphereResearchSatellite (UARS)
observationsof a single inert tracer (CH4) were assimilatedin a
two-dimensional(in longitudeand latitude)transportmodel at a
single potential temperature level. The model contained no
chemicalprocesses. Becauseof the relative simplicityof the
employedmodel, it was possibleto use the full Kalman filter for and sources of satellite observations.
The multidimensional
estimation of global error covariances and tracking error nature of the problem leads to rather extensivecomputational
requirements
in terms of both CPU power and memory.Thus
particularattentionhas been paid to the efficientdesignof the
•NationalCenterfor Atmospheric
Research,
Boulder,Colorado.
associated
computercode, and certainsimplificationswere made
2Air Quality ResearchBranch, MeteorologicalService of to facilitate the practical implementation.Furthermore, since
Canada, Dorval, Quebec, Canada.
satelliteobservations
are takensequentiallyin time, it is possible
3RoyalDutchMeteorological
Institute,
De Bilt, Netherlands.
to
somewhat
decrease
the size of the problem (in the spaceof
4MaxPlankInstitute
forMeteorology,
Hamburg,
Germany.
observations)by decreasing the length of the assimilation
window.
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This

is because

fewer

observations

will

have

to be

assimilated at once and the computing time required per
assimilationproceduregrowthsfasterthanlinear with numberof
observations. Additionally, smaller assimilation window
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the time observations were
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In version

4 the retrievals

are made

on alternate

standard

UARS pressure levels. The retrieved mixing ratios are
takenand the time they were assimilated.
At the time of this writing, the techniquedescribedin this subsequentlyinterpolatedto the standardUARS pressurelevels,
manuscript(or its variants) has been successfullyused with a which coincide with the model vertical levels.
It is believed that the MLS version 4 ozone data used in this
number of different global models (ROSE, MOZART2 (Model
study
are reliable from about 46 to 0.46 hPa [Froidevaux et al.,
for OZone And Related chemicalTracers),MATCH (Model of
1996]. In most casesthe accuracyand approximateprecisionare
AtmosphericTransportand CHemistry),TM3 (TracerModel 3))
for assimilationof several different types of measurements: 0.3-0.4 ppmv and 0.2-0.3 ppmv, respectively,as estimatedfrom
the
UARS/MLS
Data
Quality
Document
UARS MLS ozone, MAPS CO, IMG CO, MOPITT CO, GOME
ozone, SBUV ozone, and aerosol extinction from AVHRR and
(http:flmls.jpl.nasa.
gov/lucien/daac\document\v4).Only data at
PATHFINDER. Some of these experimentsare describedby the retrieved levels that are considered to be reliable, 46.4, 21.5,
Lamarqueet al. [1999] and Collins et al. (submittedmanuscript, 10.0, 4.6, 2.1, 1.0, and 0.464 mbar, were used for the
assimilation.

2000).

Observationalerror was computedfrom the MLS level 3AT
precision and accuracy information given in the UARS/MLS
featureis certainlyextremelydesirable,it is not necessaryfor Data Quality Document.For eachpressurelevel the relative error
developingand implementingdata assimilationmethodologies. was computedas
For instance,Riishojgaardet al. [2000] have designeda very
O'•--a 2+p 2
successfuldata assimilationtechniquethat does not include
explicit calculationsof varianceevolution.
In thiswork we concentrateon the sequentialapproachto data wherea andp representrelative accuracyand precisionobtained
assimilation. It should be noted that there exist numerous and
from the UARS/MLS Data Quality Document. Hence the
y is
successful implementations of the variational method to absoluteerror crof measurement

A characteristic
featureof the Kalmanfilter is computationof

the time evolution of the forecast error covariance. While

this

multidimensional
atmosphericmodels[e.g., Eskeset al., 2000;
Elbern et al., 1997]. Discussionof thesemethodsis beyondthe
scopeof this manuscript.
2. Model

rr = rrry

For the seven pressure levels used in the assimilation the
computedrelative errors o;.are 0.23, 0.06, 0.05, 0.05, 0.06, 0.14,
and 0.25, respectively.

In this work we applied the developeddata assimilation
Scheme
techniqueto the three-dimensional
chemistrytransportmodel 4. Assimilation
Researchfor Ozonein the Stratosphere
andits Evolution(ROSE)
Global chemistrytransportmodels produce time series of
[Rose and Brasseur, 1989] for assimilationof UARS MLS ozone
of atmosphericchemicalsat nodesof
measurementsin the stratosphere. The model contains an estimatesof concentrations
extensivesetof photochemical
reactionsaswell asheterogeneous a three-dimensionalgrid. Let us arrange model estimatesof

processes.
The photochemical
schemecontainsapproximately
50 concentrationof a particular chemicalat time t in vector x with
species and includes oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, chlorine, dimension N,- Formally, integration of the model M can be
written as
hydrogen,and brominespecies.The rate constantsas well as the
absorptioncrosssectionsare taken from DeMote et al. [1994].
While there exist newer revisions of this publication, previous
studies with the model demonstrated

that the chemical

scheme is

adequatefor our purposes.Previously,the modelhasbeen used
for studiesof ozone and other trace gases[Granier and Brasseur,
1991]. The off-line versionof ROSE usedin this studyis driven
by the daily United Kingdom Meterological Office (UKMO)
stratosphericanalysis data calculated for the UARS mission

Xt+At= M(t, xt)-

(1)

Let vector y containobservations
of a quantity somehow
relatedto concentrations
of that chemicalat approximately
the
sametime. Examplesof suchobservationsinclude measurements

of total column amount,partial (e.g., tropospheric)column
amount,or constituentconcentrations
at a few selectedpressure
levels, as in the case of MLS observations.

[Swinbank and O'Neill, 1994]. The horizontal resolution of the
Geographicallocationsof observations
usually differ from
model is 5ø latitude and 11.25ø longitude.The model contains19
locationsof the modelgrid.We will assume
thattherelationship
layers in the vertical from 316 mbar up to 0.316 mbar. These
betweenthe observedquantityy and estimatesof concentrations
pressurelevels coincidewith the standardUARS levels and the
at the geographicallocationof the observationis linear. Thus the
UKMO stratosphericanalysis levels. The transport scheme is
connectionbetween x and y can be establishedthrough
semi-Lagrangian,describedby Smolarkiewiczand Rasch [ 1991].
combinationof two linear operators,I and A. The horizontal
The model chemicaltime stepis 30 rain, and the dynamicaltime
linearinterpolation
operatorI represents
interpolation
of thestate
stepis 2 hours.
variables (constituent concentrations) from the horizontal
3. UARS

MLS

Observations

The MLS instrument on board UARS [Reber et al., 1993]

observesthe microwaveatmosphericlimb emissionson a global
scaleduring both day and night. On a given day, MLS normally
collects approximately1500 profiles. The instrumentmeasures
profiles of several trace gases including 03 with vertical
resolution of about 6 km. Throughoutthis manuscript,we use
UARS

MLS

level 3 AT data.

locationsof the model grid points to the locationsof the
observations.
In thisworkweusea simplebi-linearinterpolation.
Operator A denotes the relationshipbetween the observed
quantities and estimated constituent concentrations at the

geographical
locationsof observations.
It canbe as simpleas a
singlerow containingall zerosand a single"1," in whichcaseit
correspondsto measuringa concentrationof a chemical at a

singlepressure
level.It canalsobe a row containingall ones,in
the case when total column content is observed. In certain cases
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(e.g., MAPS observationsas describedby Lamarque et al.
Bt+/x
t =LB• LT +Q
[1999]) it can be of complicatedshape. In the case of MLS
observationsand the ROSE model, operator A is a matrix where matrix L is defined as follows:
containing7 rows (numberof observedpressurelevels) and 19
L = dxt+At
columns(numberof model pressurelevels). Since the observed
dxt
MLS pressurelevels are a subsetof the model pressurelevels
(standard UARS levels), each row of the matrix contains "1" in
the position correspondingto the observed level and zeros
elsewhere.

The connectionbetweenx and y is thereforeas follows:

29,137

(7)

(8)

Matrix Q is the errorcovariancematrixrepresenting
errorsadded
to vector x during model integrationresultingfrom the model
being imperfect.
The dimension of vector x as well as matrices B and L can be

rather large. The version of ROSE model used in this work
contains19 vertical levels and 1152 (36x32) grid pointsat each

y = A(I(x)).

To simplifynotation,we defineobservationaloperatorH as

level. This resultsin a total of N•,=21,888grid points.Significant
computationaldifficulties arise when dealing with vectors and
matricesof such high dimensions.Approximately 3.5 GB (N, x
N, x 8 bytes) is required to store either B or L matrix and
implementation of direct full matrix multiplication (as in
equation (7)) is clearly impossible on most present-day

H(x) - A(I(x))
so that

y: H(x) .

(2)

computers.

Certain simplificationsare required in order to make the
analysisfeasible.Following Menard et al. [2000] and Menard
and Cha,g [2000], we computethe diagonalelementsof B using
(5) and parameterizethe off-diagonalelementsas follows:

The analysis problem is then to find the "best" value of x,
which inverts (2) for a given y allowing for observationerrors
and other prior information [Lorenc, 1986]. The solution is
usually called the analysis,x". Prior information is given by
' )exp((9)
independent estimates of vector x, or background and error
covariancematricesof the backgroundand observatio•. In i•o•t
cases,dimensionsof vectors x and y will be different, and this
problem will be either overdeterminedor underdetenmned. where Ar• and At_ representhorizontal and vertical distances
between locations i and j, and L• and L_ are adjustable
Therefore inversion of (2) should be done in the statistical sense.
Inversion of (2) is performedat fixed time intervals using all parameters.Thus only N, real numbersrepresentingthe diagonal
observationscollectedduring this period. Such a time interval is elements of B have to be stored, and the off-diagonal elements
commonlycalled the assimilationwindow. The model forecastat can be computedas neededusing (9).
Several different forms of the off-diagonal element
the beginningof the assimilationwindow, x•, is consideredto be
parameterizationwere suggested[e.g., Menard et al. 2000] and
the a priori backgroundestimate.
It can be shown [e.g., Lorenc, 1986] that at each time Menard and Chang [2000]. We found that our resultsdepend
mostly on the values of the correlation length L,• and L: rather
subsequent
stepthe solutionof (2) is givenby
then on the functional form of the parameterization.
When parameterization (9) is introduced, expression (7)
x• -x t +K(y-Hx t)
(3)
describingtime evolution of the error covarianceis replaced,
following Menard el al. [2000] and Menard and Chang [2000J,
(4)
K = BtH•r(HBtH•r+ O+ R)-• .
by the followingequationsfor evolutionof diagonalelementsof

b•/!/bt•b•
exp(Ar•, A4

Here Bt is the forecasterror covarianceat time t. O is the error
covariance

matrix

of

the

observations

and

R

is

the

B, or variances bit:

representativeness
error covarianceassociatedwith errors of
interpolationand discretization.Matrix K is called the Kalman

b,(t+&t)=t•,(t+N)+q•,(t)
[•t,(t
+A•): M(b•,(t))

(10)
(11)

gain matrix.

qu(t)
: [œ.
xi(t+At).At]
2

(12)

The analysiserrorcovarianceis expressedas [Loteric,I986]:

The off-diagonalelementsthen are computedfrom the updated
diagonalelementsusing(9).
Term b,,(t+At) in (10) representsthe updatedvariance. To
Once inversion of (2) is performed, the obtained computethe updatedvariance,we assumethat varianceb of x is
concentrations,
x/', can be used as the initial condition for the modifiedduringthemodelintegrationin the sameway asx itself.
chemistry transport model M
to predict constituent This assumptionis justified provided that the model is only
concentrationsat a later time (beginningof the next assimilation weakly nonlinear.Thus, to computethe updatedvarianceat time
window) accordingto (1):
t+At, we simply integratethe model forward using previously
obtainedvariancesbii(t) as initial conditions. Equation(11) thus
transformation
of variancesby the model.
xt+zx
t = M(t,x•) .
(6) symbolicallyrepresents
The assumptionof weak nonlinearity is discussedfurther in

B• = Bt-BtHT (HBtHT + O+R)-IHBt.

(5)

In the extended Kalman filter method, evolution of the error

covarianceis obtainedusinglinearizationL of the original model
M [e.g., Lyster et al. 1997]'

Summaryand Discussion.
Term q,,(t) representsadditional error introducedto account

for imperfectionsof the model. As seen from (12), it is
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proportionalto the modeled field itself and the length of the
integration period At. The proportionality coefficient œis a
tunable parameterand is discussedfurther in the next section.
Observational
errorcovarianceO is assumedto be diagonal,with
its diagonal elements set to the observationalerror variance, as
describedin section 3. Finally, the represen-tativeness
error
covariancematrix R is also assumedto be diagonal,with its
elementscomputedas

OF CHEMICAL SPEC1-ES

theaverage
valueof 22 increases
(decreases)
withtime,increase
(decrease)
œ. (2) Repeatuntiltheaverage
valueof 22 doesnot
showa trend.(3) If theaverage
valueof z2/Nis larger(smaller)
than 1, increase(decrease)r.

By followingtheseruleswe, in effect,systematically
compare
forecastedconcentrationswith observationsthat were not yet
used

in

the

assimilation.

On

the basis

of

results

of

such

comparisonswe tune the error growth parameter œ and the
representativeness
error. Assuming that observationsare only
rti= (ryi)2
weakly correlatedin time, the validity of the assimilationsystem
where r, the relative representativeness
error, is an adjustable is thus systematicallyvalidated through comparisonswith
independentdata.
parameter discussedin more detail in the next section. One
It is difficult to performrigorousoptimizationfollowing these
shouldkeep in mind that the assumptionof diagonalcovariance
requirements
involvedin
matricesis, in general,incorrectand can lead to additionalerrors. rulesdue to ratherhigh computational
The length of the assimilationwindow is 1 hour, which is running the assimilationsystemfor prolongedperiodsof time.
twice the value of the model time step. During this time, MLS
Nevertheless,as shownin Figure 1, valuesof œ=0.0135 per hour
observesapproximately55 ozoneprofiles.Since,as describedin andr = 0.1giverisetorather
satisfactory
22.
section3, sevenpressurelevels are usedper profile, the size of
It turnedout that valueof 22 is relativelyinsensitive
to
vectory is approximately385, and the matrix inversionrequired variations
of parameters
L,0,andL:. To tunetheseparameters,
we
in (5) canbe performedin a reasonabletime.
performedseveral assimilationruns and examinedthe OmF

residuals,
y- H(x). We variedL.o,from500 to 5000 km andLz

5. Adjustable Parameters

from 0.2 to 1.5 of the standardatmosphericscale height. Best

agreementwith observations.
The adjustmentis performedusing

monthly and zonally averagedOmF residualscorrespondingto

resultswere achievedfor L•0,= 1000 km and L?0.4 of the
scaleheight.Crosssectionsof the resulting
Parameters
L•.>Lz, •, andr needto be tunedto achievebest standardatmospheric

twocriteria,
the22(chi-square)
diagnostics
described
byMenard theseparametervaluesarediscussed
furtherin thenext section.
et al. [2000] and Menard and Chang [2000] and analysis of
differencesbetween forecast and observations(the so-called OmF
analysis).

For eachassimilation
analysisthe scalarquantity22 is
computedas

6. Results
The

assimilation

assimilate

UARS

MLS

scheme

described

ozone

above

observations

used

to

for all of 1993.

was

To

spin-upthe systemand prepareappropriateinitial conditions,we
first run the systemfor November and Decemberof 1992 and
2,2= (y_H(x))T
(HBH
v + O+R)-•(y_H(x)).(13) assimilatedall MLS observationsavailable for that period. As
Note that, as explainedby Menard et al. [2000], and Menard observedby Levelt et al. [1998], assimilationchangesmodel
results dramatically. Differences between "pure" model
and Chang [2000]
simulationsand the assimilationanalysisthat we observedare of
the sameorder as thoseshownby Levelt et al. [1998]. After the
initialization period, the systemwas run for the 12 monthsof

((y_H(x))(y
_H(x))T
}

(14)

is the error covarianceof the OmF residuals,or y-H(x),
computedfrom the actual observationsand the forecast,while

1993 with assimilation

of all available

MLS

data. In this section

we will analyzeresultsof assimilationfor January1993. Results
of

the

assimilation

for

all

months

can

be

found

at

http://acd.ucar.edu/-b oris/research.
htm.
An example of analyzed instantaneousglobal stratospheric
ozone distribution constrained by MLS ozone data and the
is the OmF error covariance
estimated in the course of the
estimatedanalysiserrors are shown in Plate 1 for January 13,
assimilationanalysis.Angular bracketsdenotearithmeticmeans. 1993. Owing to specifics of the UARS observationalpattern,
there were no measurementsnorth of approximately35øN for
Thereforewe expectthat
severalweeksprior to this date. As a result,one can see rather
large variancesaroundthe North Pole and fairly small variances
south of 35øN. Note a tongue of tropical, ozone-rich air
where N is the number of observationsusedin the analysis.Thus extending into the Northern Hemisphere. The density of
22 diagnostics
allowsoneto examine
consistency
of the error observationsin the tropical region is fairly high, and the

(HBHT +O+ R)

2,2
/ --N.

(15)

(16)

covariance
parameterization.
If theaverage
valueof z2/Nis less

associated variance is therefore low. As seen in Plate 1, this

than 1, than either estimated background error or estimated
representativenesserror is larger than their actual values
computed according to (14). Note that if the assimilation is
performedlong enoughand sufficientamountof observationsare
introduced into the system, the estimated background error
covarianceB does not depend anymore on its initial value.
Instead, its value is completely determined by the tunable
parameters.We followed these rules for determining optimal

intrusion significantlylowers variance at higher latitudes. The
modelthushelpsto constrainanalysisin the nonobserved
regions
by retainingand "advecting"informationin the system.
Plate 2 showstime evolution of the analyzedozone and its
varianceat 10 mbar and 0ø longitudeas a function of latitude.
The data are plottedevery hour. At the beginningof the month,
U ARS was observing mostly the Northern Hemisphere,from
approximately35ø S to about 80ø N. As can be seenfrom the
plot, the corresponding
varianceincreaseswith time in the region

values
of œandr: (1) Runassimilation
system
andexamine
22.If
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MLS Measurements

ppm

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ppm

MLS Measurements,

ppm

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ppm

c)

Plate1. Results
of theassimilation
forJanuary
13,1993,at 10mbar.(a)Analyzed
ozoneat 1300UT, ppmv;
(b) analysiserrorin percentat 1300UT; (c) MLS ozoneobservations.
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Time evolution of ozone at 10 mb
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Plate2. Timeevolutionof ozone(ppmv)andsquarerootof thevariance
(ppmv)at 10 •ba• and0ø longitude
for January1993.
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Figure 3 for several 10ø-wide latitudinal bands. Corresponding
zonally and time-averaged HALOE and assimilation ozone
profiles are also shown. In most casesa reasonableagreement

Chi2
2.0

exists
1.5

between

RMS

differences

of our

results

and

HALOE

measurementsand the independentlyestimatedanalysiserrors.In
those cases when the two estimates differ considerably,
calculatedassimilationvariancesare usuallylarger than the RMS
values,implying that our error estimatesare conservative.
A somewhat more systematic view of differences between
MLS observationsand our resultsis shown in Plate 3. This plot
presents monthly and zonally averaged root-mean-squared
differencesbetween the analysisand observations,corresponding

0.5

bias, and standard deviation from the mean. As one can see, both

0.0

0

20O

400
Analysis #

6OO

the bias and the standard

Figure1. Plotof•/N asafunction
of timeforJanuary
1993.
Each value is computedfor one assimilationanalysis(1 hour
in length,containingapproximately
55 profilesor 365 points).
The thick line is the 100-point(-4 days)moving average.

deviation

are within

5-10%

in the

region between approximately25 and 45 km. This is to be
expected,as both the accuracyand precisionof the MLS data
decrease beyond this region. While OmF residuals can be
considereda by-productof the assimilation,as seenfrom Plate 3
their analysisprovides an important quality control mechanism
and highlights systematicdifferencesbetween the analysis and
data.

where no MLS observations are available, while it stays
approximately constant in the region where there are
observations.Around January 10 the satellite switched to the

southlooking mode, and the analyzedozoneand variancefields
at high southernlatitudeschangeaccordingly,while the variance
startsto grow at high northernlatitudes.
Figure 2 presentsindividual ozone profiles measuredby
another U ARS instrument, Halogen Occultation Experiment
(HALOE), and the corresponding
profilesfrom the assimilation
systemtogetherwith estimatederrorsof the assimilationresults.
Note

that

HALOE

measurements

were

not

used

in

the

7. Summary and Discussion
Developmentof data assimilationtechniquesfor use with
global atmosphericchemistrytransportmodels can be a very
resource-intensivetask. At the sametime, use of such techniques

for analysisof chemicalobservations
of atmosphericcomposition
promises significant benefits and is becoming increasingly
importantas more space-based
instrumentsare deployed.These
instrumentssupplyvast amountsof informationthat needto be
analyzedin a systematic
andrigorousmanner.Properlydesigned

data assimilationmethodologieswill allow scientiststo better
orderof 5% in the regionbetween25 and 60 km accordingto the understandand interpretchemicalcompositionand dynamical
of the Earth'satmosphere.
These tools also provide
HALOE
Data
Quality
Document processes
means to systematicallyevaluate and validate the associated
http://haloedata.
larc.nasa.gov/Haloe/qualityvalidationstatus.html.
The assimilationresultsare given at every model pressurelevel. numerical models.
One of the main goalsin developingthe assimilationscheme
Note that the error bars are generally smaller at the pressure
fast tool for
levels where MLS observationsare presentthan on the pressure was to providea simpleto useand computationally
levels that are not directly constrainedwith observations.Overall, use by scientists using and developing three-dimensional
chemistrytransportmodels.At the presenttime the developed
the agreementbetween our results and independentHALOE
measurements
is fairly good at leastat the MLS observedlevels, techniquehas been used in a numberof different CTMs for
While resultsof this
and HALOE observationsare practicallyalways located within assimilationof severaltypesof observations.
the estimatederror bars of the assimilationanalysis.The upper and severalother researchefforts [Lamarqueet al., 1999; Levelt
threeplots in this figure showingratherlarge analysiserrorson et al., 1998; Collins et al., submitted manuscript, 2000]
January2, 5, and 9 correspondto high southernlatitudeswhere demonstratethe usefulnessof the proposedapproach,there is
no MLS data were available for about 30 days. The agreement certainly room for improvement.Several assumptionsmade in
betweenHALOE data and the analysisis neverthelessreasonable. the formulation of the data assimilation method can be discarded
It appearsthan that the assimilationschemeoverestimatesthe in the future implementations.
One of the mostimportantsimplifications
is the assumption
of
analysis variance when there are long temporal gaps in
observations. We believe that this is due to the linear error
the weaklynonlinearmodel.While this assumption
appearsto be
in the
growthassumption
asdiscussed
in the SummaryandConclusions justified for ozonein the lower and middle stratosphere,
upper stratospherethe ozone photochemicallifetime becomes
section.At the 6.8 mbar level the agreementbetween HALOE
and MLS is generallymuch worse than at the adjacentlevels. shortdue to increasingimportanceof severalchemicalprocesses.
assimilation.

HALOE

ozone measurements

This is because there is no retrieved MLS

have errors of the

ozone at this level in

To computetime evolutionof the errorcovarianceunderthese

MLS version4 data. We expectthis problemto disappearwhen

conditionsusingthe extendedKalman filter, one needsto know

the more recent MLS version 5 data are used.

the linearization of the model [Khattatov et al., 1999]. While

To

validate

the estimated variances of

our results, we

computed root-mean-squared(RMS) differences between the
assimilation analysis and all available HALOE ozone
measurements.Comparisons between the calculated RMS
differencesand averageestimatedanalysisvariancesare shownin

suchcomputations
are feasiblefor simplezero-dimensional
box
modelsas describedby Khattatovet al. [1999], applicationsto 3D modelsappearto be practicallyimpossibleat the presenttime.

We haveassumed
thatvaluesof adjustable
parameters
Lx3.,,
•, and r in (10), (11), and (12) are independentof time and
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Figure 2. Individual ozone observationsfrom HALOE (solid circles),ozoneprofiles from the assimilation
system(solid line), and the correspondingerror bars of the assimilationat severaldifferent locationsfor
January1993. See Resultssectionfor discussionof the assimilationanalysiserror bars.

geographical location. While this assumption significantly
simplifies tuning theseparameters,it is certainlynot necessary
and can be changed.For instance,the verticalcorrelationlength
is expected to be larger in the stratospherethan in the
troposphere.The model error growth rate will be larger in the
regions where dynamicalprocessesare not modeled very well
(e.g., tropics)or wheresomechemicalprocesses
are omittedfrom

the modelformulation.
Accordingly,
Z2 analysisshouldbe

It is reasonableto assumethat the correlation length in the

zonal directionis larger than that in the meridional direction.
Thus (9) can be amendedto include one more exponentialterm
and thus anotherfree parameter.This, of course,will make the
processof tuningthe schemeevenmorecumbersome.
Finally, the assumptionof linear growth of the errorsduring
model integrationis unrealistic.It is reasonableto concludethat
modern CTMs simulate distributions of most atmospheric

performedat severaldifferentgeographicalregionsand pressure chemicals with errors less than 100-200%. If the linear error
levels,ratherthangloballyaswasdonein this work.
growth assumptionwere correct, the analysiserror would not
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Figure 3. Monthly(January)and zonallyaveragedozoneprofilesfrom HALOE (solidcircles)and the
assimilation
(thicklines)for differentlatitudebins.Alsoshownaretheaverage
RMS differences
between
HALOE and assimilation
(dottedlines)and averageassimilation
analysiserror(dashedlines).Thin solid
linesrepresent
errorbarsof theassimilation
analysis.
havean upperboundat all in the regionswhereno observations The three-dimensionalsequentialdata assimilationmethod
are assimilated
for prolonged
periodsof time.Thisexplainsthe describedhere allowsfast and accuratemappingof sparseand
largeerrorbarsseenattheupperthreeplotsin Figure2.
scatteredsatellite data to regular time and space grid. This
Ultimately.soundness
of the adoptedsimplifications
can be process provides means to easily visualize instantaneous
assessed
by comparing
assimilation
resultswith independent distributions
of the observedchemicalspecies(e.g.,Plate 1) and
data,suchasmeasurements
notyetusedin theassimilation
(Plate significantlyfacilitatescomparisons
with correlativedata (e.g.,
3) or observations
fromdifferentinstrument
(Figures1 and2). As Figure 2). Short- as well as long-termtemporalvariabilityat
one can see from these plots, our results show reasonable fixed geographiclocations is readily observed (Plate 2).
agreement
with bothsources
of independent
datain the region Estimated variance of the resulting instantaneousthreefrom about 25 to 50 kin.
dimensionaldistributionssuppliesan importantquantitative
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quality indicator allowing for cross-validation of different Levelt, P. F., B. V. Khattatov,J. C. Gille, G. P. Brasseur,X. X. Tie,
and J. Waters, Assimilation of MLS ozone measurementsin the
sources of measurements. We expect that the developed
global
three-dimensional
chemistry-transport
model ROSE,
technique will find numerous applications in processingand
Geophys.
Res.Lett.,25, 4493-4496, 1998.
validation of data from future satellitemissions,includingEOS- Lorenc, A. C., Analysismethodsfor numericalweatherprediction,
TERRA

and EOS-CHEM.

The Fortran

code of the assimilation

schemetogetherwith assimilationresults for 12 monthsof 1993
can be accessedat http://acd.ucar.edu/-boris/research.htm.
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